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Abstract—This paper proposes a new method of electric
vehicles detection (EVD) and foreign objects detection (FOD)
for dynamic inductive power transfer (DIPT) systems. The
proposed detection method applies both passive coil sets (PCSs)
and active coil sets (ACSs) to achieve both EVD and FOD with
a high detection sensitivity. The operation mechanisms and
design of the detection coil sets topology and resonant circuits
are elaborated. Finally, both circuit and magnetic field
simulation are carried out. The results verify the feasibility and
sensitivity of the proposed detection method.
Keywords—dynamic inductive power transfer, foreign objects
detection, electric vehicles detection, resonant circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION
The inductive power transfer (IPT) technique has gained
extensive attention as it enables energy transfer over a large
air gap. Since there is no mechanical contact between the
primary and secondary charging pads, the IPT system can be
sealed, which makes it resistive to dust, water, and chemicals.
With a tradeoff between the power transfer distance and
efficiency, the IPT technique is increasingly popularized in
both the low-power devices like biomedical implants,
smartphones and the high-power equipment including factory
automation and electric vehicles (EVs).
Dynamic IPT (DIPT) system makes it possible to charge
EVs while this is on the move across the road. This technique
can reduce the EV battery size and extend its driving range.
Typically, transmitters are buried along the road in the form
of segmented pads or elongated tracks. If all transmitters are
powered, the uncoupled transmitters produce a large leakage
magnetic field which may be exposed to pedestrians and pose
a threat to human safety. To determine the ON/OFF state of
each transmitter, the DIPT system is required to detect the
position of the EVs. Besides, foreign objects (FOs) may be
found on the top of the transmitter, which results in extra
power losses reducing the power transfer efficiency of the
system as well as they pose as fire hazards. Therefore, DIPT
systems are also required to detect FOs.
There are mainly two EV detection (EVD) approaches
based on electrical circuits. One is called reflexing
segmentation which utilizes the equivalent reflected
impedance to the transmitter side [1]. In the absence of the
receiver, the primary input impedance has a large reactance
allowing minimal current circuiting in the resonant tank. This
approach requires no sensor device at a price of efficiency
reduction caused by the coil copper losses due to the
The results presented in this paper are developed in the framework of the
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circulating reactive power. The other approach applies an
auxiliary source coil beneath the receiver and auxiliary
detection coil sets on top of the transmitter [2]. The auxiliary
source coil has a power supply whose frequency is several
times higher than 85 kHz. By measuring the induced voltage
on the detection coil sets, EVs can be detected when they are
in the vicinity of the transmitter.
Regarding FO detection (FOD), if the object is a metallic
FO (MFO), such as canned drinks and coins, eddy current is
generated within the object when the transmitters are
energized. The eddy current produces heat which may cause
overheating or even a fire, and additionally the MFO
generates a magnetic field counteracting the source field.
Therefore, system parameters like coil inductance and mutual
inductance changes due to the presence of MFOs. As a
consequence, the system performances, including the current
waveform, efficiency and effective power will degrade. Thus,
it is essential to detect MFOs during the operation and remove
them or temporarily shuttdown the transmitters nearby.
In the field of inductive EV charging, a few methods to
detect MFO瀆 are reported, which can be classified into two
types. The first method collects the inherent changes of the
IPT system resulted from MFOs.This involves the
measurement of the variations of system parameters, such as
the coil quality factor [3], resonant or cut-off frequency [4],
and power efficiency [5]. In [5], the efficiency with and
without metal objects are compared. If efficiency deviates
from the rated value to a certain degree, the presence of the
MFO is reported. This method has been proved to be costeffective and simple, but its application is limited to low
power IPT applications [6]. This occurs because in high
power applications the losses caused by the presence of MFO
is comparatively low in relation to the active power.
The other type of FOD method applies active or passive
auxiliary coil sets. The passive coil sets (PCS) measure the
induced voltage caused by the magnetic field produced by the
eddy current within the MFO [7]–[9]. Thus, this approach
requires excitation of the transmitter and zero couplings
between the transmitter and the detection coil sets.
Overlapped detection coil is developed by WiTricity to sense
the imbalanced voltage resulted from metallic objects [8].
When there is no metallic object, the detection voltage is zero.
In order to remove the blind zone at every intersection point
of the coils, an extra set of detection coils is added as
interleaved ones. Detection method applying non-overlapped
coils is presented in [7]. Two coil arrays are configured
longitudinally and laterally. This structure enables the
detection device to determine the presence of metallic objects
by the induced voltage difference. However, PCS detection
fails when the total magnetic flux of the MFO is zero. In the
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case that the thin MFO is placed onto the center of the
Double-D (DD) charging pad, PCSs cannot detect the MFO.

smaller PSCs are applied to cover the surface of the Tx pad
[7], [9], [11].

The active coil sets (ACS) measures the impedance
variation caused by the MFOs [10]. In [10], a parallel
capacitor is adopted to compensate for a detection coil set,
because the input impedance of the parallel resonant tank
decreases dramatically when the operation point deviates
from the resonance. The self-inductance change of the
detection coil can be amplified and reflected by the reduction
of the input impedance. To cover the surface of the
transmitter pad, multiple ACSs are required. However, if
there are more than two ACSs working, the coupling between
these ACSs will detune the resonant circuit. Thus,
coordinating switches are required to avoid the simultaneous
operation of multiple ACSs, which is costy and complex.

B. Active detection coil sets
In the ACS based FOD method, an ACS is placed on the
detection surface, as shown in Fig. 2 . Due to the coupling
between the MFO and the source coil, the equivalent selfinductance L1 and resistance R1 of the source coil changes [12].
It is proved that the MFO causes an increment of the
equivalent resistance and a decrement of the equivalent selfinductance of the source coil. Therefore, the variation of the
source coil impedance could reflect the intrusion of the MFO.
However, the impact of small MFOs like coins on the source
coil impedance is limited, and a way to amplify the source coil
impedance variation is to connect capacitors to the source coil
and form a resonant circuit where the input impedance Zd is
sensitive to the resonant operation point.

This paper proposes a new detection method achieving
both EVD and FOD. The advantages include zero-blind-zone
FOD without switches controlling ACSs, and integrated EVD
using the same set of device. In the proposed method, ACSs
are used to eliminate the typical blind zone of the PCSs.
Meanwhile, PCSs are applied to cover the detection area
which is out of the boundary of ACSs. In the following part
of this paper, the mechanisms of EVD and FOD are explained.
Then, the topologies of the detection coil sets and its
detection resonant circuit are analyzed. Finally, simulations
are implemented to verify the feasibility of the proposed
detection method.
II. PRINCIPLES OF EVS AND MFOS DETECTION
The detection methods discussed in this paper are based
on the sensing of the magnetic field variations resulted from
the intrusion of MFOs or EVs using different coil sets. The
operation principles of different detection methods are
introduced in this section.

ACS

Id

Coin
Tx Pad

Fig. 2. ACSs detection mechanisms

The ACSs detection method commonly adopts capacitors
to build a resonant tank with the source coil and an AC source
to power the ACSs, as presented in Fig. 2. The input current
of the resonant circuit Id changes as Zd varies due to the MFO.
Therefore, Id is measured to identify whether there is a MFO
or not. The sensitivity of ACSs detection SACS is defined as
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where Gr is the gain coefficient determined by the resonant
circuit, L1 and L1’ are the equivalent inductance of the ACS
with and without MFO, Lf and Rf are the equivalent selfinductance and resistance of the MFO, Mf is the mutual
inductance between the MFO and ACS. The selection of the
resonant circuit will be discussed in the next section. It can be
seen that SACS is proportional to Mf and reversely proportional
to L1’. The increment of Mf and decrement of L1’ can be
realized by shrinking the size of the ACS. However, ACSs are
powered by AC current which does not exist in PCSs, and one
ACS may couple with another ACS. If multiple ACSs are
deployed to cover the area of the Tx pad, the coupling among
ACSs may mistune the resonant circuits. As a consequence,
the detection method fails. Meanwhile, ACSs are also required
to be decoupled with the Tx pad. In the case that the ACS is
connected to a capacitor in parallel, extra reactive power will
be introduced to the DIPT system and the power transfer
efficiency drops as well. One solution is to adopt coordinating
switches to each ACS resonant circuit, such that there is only
one ACS resonant circuit working each time [10].

where Vd and Vd’ are the PCS induced voltages with and
without the presence of the MFO, repectively. When the PCS
is coupled with the transmitter (Tx) pad, Vd’ may be far larger
than Vd, especially in high power applications, and the
detection may not work properly. In order to gain a higher SPCS,
the PCS is required to be decoupled from the Tx pad. For
example, a bipolar PCS is decoupled from a unipolar Tx pad
while their centres are overlapped. On the other hand, the
sensitivity could also be increased by shrinking the size of the
PCS. Therefore, instead of utilizing one large PSC, multiple

C. Electric Vehicle Detection
Similar with FOD methods, EVD can also be realized by
applying auxiliary coil sets placed onto the charging pads. To
detect the EV, an EV source coil (EVSC) is mounted below
the receiver (Rx) pad and EVD coil sets (EVDCS) are
installed onto the Tx pad, as shown in Fig. 3. The EVSC is
excited by a power supply with a frequency several times
higher than the rated charging frequency of 85 kHz. When the
EV moves along the x-axis, an induced voltage across the
EVDCS VEV can be observed. By measuring VEV, the EV can

A. Passive detection coil sets
When a MFO is placed in a changing magnetic field, the
distribution of the magnetic field changes because of the
induced eddy current. As shown in Fig. 1, if an open-circuit
passive coil set (PCS) is placed on top of the source coil, a
variation of its induced voltage could be observed due to the
intrusion of the MFO.
PCS
Vd
Coin
Tx Pad

Fig. 1. PCSs detection mechanisms

The sensitivity SPDCS can be calculated as
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be detected when the distance between the Tx and Rx pads in
the x-axis is small enough.

A. PCSs coil design
L1

The mutual inductance MEVD between the EVSC and
EVDCS changes as shown in Fig. 4. MEVD peaks when Tx and
Rx are perfectly aligned. However, the peak value is relatively
small which makes it difficult to measure VEV. In order to
amplify VEV, capacitors are connected to the EVDCS to build
a series resonant circuit. VEV is calculated as
ܸா ൌ െ݆ܳாௌ ߱ா ܯா ܫாௌ
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where QEVDCS is the quality factor of the EVDCS, ωEVD and
IEVSC are the switching frequency and amplitude of the EVSC
source current, respectively. It can be seen that VEV is
amplified by QEVDCS which normally ranges from tens to
hundreds. When VEV exceeds the pre-defined threshold, the Tx
control unit will be notified of the approaching EV and start
the Tx side. Since EVSC and EVDCS operate in a closed
circuit, they are required to be decoupled with the Rx and Tx
pads, respectively.
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Fig. 3. EVD mechanisms
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III. DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED DETECTION SYSTEM
The EVs and MFOs detection (EVFOD) system is
designed for couplers using Double-D (DD) coil topology.
The EVFOD system is composed of the EVSC in the Rx side
and Tx detection coil sets (TDCSs) in the Tx side. TDCSs
include both ACSs and PCSs.

BCS7
L2

UCS4

BCS7b

(d)
Rx Pad

Fig. 6. EVFOD coil sets (a) overview, (b) and (c) PCSs, and (d) ACSs.
EVSC

TDCS

Tx Pad

Fig. 5. Overveiw of the proposed EVFOD system for a DD coupler

The PCS is required to be decoupled from the Tx pad to
obtain a high SPCS. According to the DD coil magnetic field
property, the deployment of PCSs is illustrated in Fig. 5. Both
unipolar coil sets (UCSs) and bipolar coil sets (BCSs) are
adopted. UCSi (i = 1, 2 and 3) consists of two rectangular coils,
UCSia and UCSib, which are arranged symmetrically at L1
and connected in opposing series. For example, UCS3
includes UCS3a and UCS3b. Since the magnetic flux
produced by the Tx pad in UCS3a has the same amplitude and
opposite direction with UCS3b, UCS3 is decoupled with the
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Tx pad. Similarly, BCSi (i=1, 2, …, 6) is composed of two
rectangular coils, BCSia and BCSib, placed symmetrically at
L2 but connected in aiding series. For example, BCS1
includes BCS1a and BCS1b. The distributions of the magnetic
field generated by the Tx pad are identical in the areas
enclosed by the BCS1 and the BCS2. Therefore, BCSs are
decoupled with the Tx pad as well. The proposed
configuration gives access to using smaller rectangular coils
to form detection coil sets, and a higher SPCS can be achieved
according to (1).
Based on the operation principle of PCSs, they can only
detect MFOs when there is eddy current excited by the Tx pad.
However, in the case that a planar MFO is placed
symmetrically at L1, the magnetic flux within the area
enclosed by the MFO could be zero, which means the MFO
cannot be detected by PCSs.
B. ACSs coil design
In order to eliminate the blind zone shown in Fig. 6(b) and
6(c), the ACS detection method is adopted. ACSs include
BCS7 and UCS4. UCS4 shares the same centre with the Tx
pad, and BCS7a and BCS7b are symmetrical placed at L2.
Thus, they are both decoupled with the Tx pad. According to
the operation principles of ACSs, BCS7 and UCS4 are also
required to be decoupled to simplify the resonant circuit
design. This is naturally achieved by the proposed
configuration. Since the EVDCS is also designed to be
connected to a capacitor, it possible to apply BCS7 and UCS4
for FOD as well as EVD. Therefore, BCS7 and UCS4 are
required to handle induced voltages caused by both MFOs and
the EVSC. If the frequencies of the magnetic field produced
by MFOs and the EVSC are different, these two induced
voltages can be processed by the resonant circuits of the
corresponding frequencies.
C. Resonant circuits design
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FOD requires parallel capacitors to form a resonant circuit
with ACSs, while EVD requires series capacitors. To satifsfy
both requirements, this paper proposes a resonant circuit,
named PPSP, enabling BCS7 and UCS4 to detect both MFOs
and EVs, which is presented in Fig. 8(a). In order to
distinguish the impacts of EVs and MFOs, the switching
frequencies are designed to satisfy ωFOD << ωEVD. The
capacitors are designed to satisfy the following requirements:
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(5)

When there is no induced voltage from the EVSC and the
ACSs source VFOD is supplying power, the PPSP circuit works
in a low frequency mode as shown in Fig. 8(b). Since Cp is
designed to compensate LBCS7 and LUCS4 at ωFOD, selfinductance variation of BCS7 and UCS4 caused by the MFOs
can result in a considerable decrement of the input impedance.
As a result, the measured current for the FOD, Id, increases
and exceeds the predefined threshold, and the detection of the
MFO can be achieved.
When the ACSs source VFOD does not supply power and
there is induced voltage from the EVSC, the PPSP circuit
works in a high-frequency mode as shown in Fig. 8(c) and 8(d).
In Fig. 8(c), the parallel resonant tank formed by LUCS4 and
CUCS4 are in resonance at ωEVD, and the input impedance is far
larger than that of Cp and CBCS7 at ωEVD. Therefore, the current
through Cp is minimal, and LBCS7 forms a series resonance with
CBCS7. This series resonance makes the voltage across CBCS7
much higher than VEVD, which is proved in (3). This principle
also applies to the case shown in Fig. 8(d). The measured
voltage for EVD, VEV, is calculated as
ܸா ൌ ܳௌସ ܸாǡௌସ  ܳௌ ܸாǡௌ
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Fig. 7. Amplitude of the impedance for different resonances

The ACS detection method can be realized by parallel,
series and LCL resonant circuits. The input impedance of the
parallel, the LCL and the series resonant circuits are calculated
in (4), where L1 is fully compensated by C1. Assuming there
is a 5% decrement of self-inductance and increment of
resistance, the amplitude of the input impedance in frequency
domain is shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the parallel
resonance is more sensitive and cost-effective. The input
impedance of the parallel resonant circuit decreases to roughly
one fourth when the MFO is presents.

RBCS7

LBCS7

VEVD1

Shortcircuit
Cp

RBCS7

L BCS7

Shortcircuit

CBCS7

Open-circuit

CBCS7

Cp
VEV

VEV
CUCS4

Open-circuit LUCS4

(c)

CUCS4
RUCS4

VEVD2

L UCS4

RUCS4

(d)

Fig. 8. PPSP resonant circuit and different mode, (a) PPSP topology, (b) low
frequent mode, (c) and (d) high frequent mode.

When there is induced voltage from the EVSC and the
ACSs source VFOD is supplying power, UCS4 and BCS7 work
for EVD and FOD simultaneously. There will be high-
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frequency noise Ins for Id introduced from VEVD, and lowfrequency noise Vns for VEV caused by VFOD. Since the parallel
resonance provides a large input impedance when the coil
quality factor is large, Ins decays significantly. By selecting a
proper VFOD, Ins could be negligible when compared to Id. Vns
can be calculated as (7). In the comparison of (6) and (7), by
keeping a high coil quality factor and VEV could ensure that Vns
does not affect the feasibility of the EVD. Consequently, the
operation of EVD and FOD can be realized at the same time.
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IV. SIMULATIONS
A. Sensitivity of detection coil sets
x0

x1

x2

BCS6a

BCS1a

Vd / V

Vd / V

BCS7a

y
UCS3a

UCS4

x

UCS3b

BCS7b

BCS1b

BCS6b

(c)

Fig. 9. Observed trajectories and coil sets

(d)

Fig. 10. Induced voltage of PCSs (a) x1, (b) x2, zoom-in pictures of (c) area
A and (d) area B

The studied coil sets are presented in Fig. 9. One copper
coin is placed along three trajectories x0, x1 and x2 to test the
coil sets sensitivity. As BCS1, BCS6 and UCS3 are PCSs, the
Tx pad is powered by a current with a peak of10 A. Vd of the
studied coil sets is shown in Fig. 10. In both Fig. 10(a) and
10(b), UCS3 presents a higher sensitivity than BCS7, because
the Tx pad magnetic field density is higher in the centre area.
Beside, Vd of BCS6 and UCS3 peaks when the coin is placed
in the centre of the detection coils. When the coin moves along
x1, Vd can reach 0.4 V. By contrast, the peak value of Vd is
0.16 V at trajectory x2, less than half that of x1.

Fig. 11. Self-inductance variation of ACSs

Normalized

L1

The EVFOD system is designed for a DD charging coupler
with a length of 280 mm and width of 150 mm. The one euro
coin, diameter of 23.25 mm and thickness of 2.33 mm, is taken
as the reference MFO to test the sensitivity of the EVFOD coil
sets. According to (1) and (2), the highest sensitivity can be
attained when the size of the EVFOD coils is similar to the
coin. However, the number of the EVFOD coil sets increases
as the surface of the Tx pad has to be fully covered. Besides,
more input channels of the controller are required. Therefore,
the proposed EVFOD coils have a length of 42.6 mm and
width 54.7 mm. The number of turns is selected to be 5 except
for ACSs that have 10 turns to gain a higher self-inductance
and mutual inductance with the EVSC.

The normalized variations of equivalent self-inductance
ΔL1 of BCS7 and UCS4 are illustrated in Fig. 11. ΔL1 peaks
when the coin locates around the centre of the detection coil
sets. The peak value can be around 19% in UCS4. Similar to
Vd of Fig. 10, when the coin is placed at the boundaries 1 and
2, ΔL1 is around 2% which is much smaller than the peak value.
Thanks to the proposed PPSP circuit, the variation of Id caused
by ΔL1 can be amplified and detected.

Coupling coefficient

As the coin moves out of the area enclosed by the detection
coils, the impact of the coin reduces. Therefore, weak points
are located at the boundary of the detection coil. It can be seen
that Vd at the boundaries 1 and 2 is relatively small. In Fig.
10(c), BCS7 has the largest Vd of 0.05 V. BCS7 and UCS4
demonstrate a similar sensitivity at trajectory x2 where the
largest Vd is around 0.06 V. Although Vd is small at the
boundaries 1 and 2, it is still enough for FOD.

Fig. 12. Coupling between EVSC and ACSs
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As the Rx pad also uses DD coil, the EVSC is designed to
be a rectangular coil decoupled with the Rx pad. The coupling
coefficient between ACSs and the EVSC, while the Rx pad
moves along the centre of x-axis, is presented in Fig. 12. The
coupling of BCS7 keeps zero since there is no y-axis
misalignment and the magnetic flux in BCS7 stays at zero.
The coupling of UCS4 peaks when Rx and Tx pads are nearly
aligned. Although the peak coupling of UCS4 is small as
0.0056, the EVD series resonant circuit could simply amplify
the induced voltage to an acceptable range, which is verified
in the circuit simulations.
B. Feasibility of PPSP resonant circuits
TABLE I.
Items
LUCS4 / RUCS4
LBCS7 / RBCS7
fEVD / fFOD
VFOD
IEVSC
kUCS4
ΔL1/L1

PPSP CIRCUIT SPECIFICATIONS
Value
5.96 μH / 0.1 Ω
9.92 μH / 0.1 Ω
1 MHz / 40 kHz
1V
0.26 A
0.0056
2%

VEV

REFERENCES

Id

With MFO

(a)

(b)
Id
No MFO

With MFO

(c)

This paper proposed an EVFOD system which applies the
same detection coil sets to realize both EVD and FOD. The
EVFOD system consists of detection coil sets and PPSP
resonant circuit. The detection coil sets include both PCSs and
ACSs to eliminate the blind zone and gain a high sensitivity
to the intrusion of MFOs. The PPSP resonant circuit can
further amplify the impact of MFOs and EVs to make EVFOD
simple and reliable. Both FEM and circuit simulation models
were built to verify the EVFOD system performance. The
critical cases where a coin is placed on the weak points of the
detection coil sets were also analysed. The results proves the
sensitivity of the proposed coil sets and the feasibility of the
proposed PPSP resonant circuits.
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